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Hey guys!!!! Welcome back to a boring chapter!! a1

This is writing at like 4 in the morning to please be aware of the errors and

the basic-ness of this chapter.

A nice relaxing song for you up there, I'm not sure if you find it relaxing but I

do. It's like the song is so  or something. I'm weird like that XD

I don't need a picture to know how gorgeous you are [just as always ;)]

This is how I imagined Cassidy, you can imagine who you like :) a37

On with the chapter ✨

************

✨Emilia POV

Since the other day when I found out almost every person I put my trust into

betrayed me, I haven't spoken to any of them. Only Felix and Rain.

It was disheartening to know they had told my secrets to the world like I

meant nothing to them, maybe I didn't mean a thing to them. If I'm honest,

when Kelsey said something about my brothers telling her about my past I

wasn't sure to believe her, but she had no reason to lie. a8

Even looking at them was hard, especially when I missed them. I missed Axel

a lot actually, he'd been the nicest to me a er Luca. He couldn't even look at

me.

None of them could look at me, it was sad to know the relationship I had

built with them was torn down over one girl. a21

On the bright side of things, Valentina taught me how to make pizza which

was a bonus. Thinking of it, I'd spent a lot of time with Valentina, we visited

the ducks at the park many times at sundown.

We would always stop at the shops to buy a loaf of bread before going to the

park; at the park, there was a huge lake that looked amazing at night time. a1

It was Friday night; three days since the chaos on Tuesday and I was sat in my

room texting Felix and Rain in our group chat. It was pretty dry if I'm honest

just because Rain and Felix were eating dinner so it was slow responses.

Speaking of, I was extremely hungry right now but I'm scared to ask for food.

There was a lot of stu  on my mind, like how did Axel know where I was if I

didn't tell him, why were they so stressed that day, who told Kelsey about

Michael? It could've been a random name but Michael was awfully specific. a21

I guess I just assumed that my brothers had told her some personal things

which by the way, took confidence to tell. I lost a crazy amount of respect for

them.

A so  knock was heard on my door, I mumble a small 'come in' and Valentina

was revealed.

"Emilia, it's time for dinner, do you want to come down or shall I bring it up

to you?" Valentina rubbed her hands together excitedly. She reminds me of a

rabbit; cute and gentle. a6

I couldn't avoid them forever, plus I was extremely hungry. As if on cue, my

stomach let out a low, thundering sound.

"I'll come down," I exit my bedroom with Valentina shortly behind me.

"If you like we can go see the duck tomorrow, I know you like feeding them,"

her strong, Italian accent made me smile at her, I nod politely accepting her

o er. a15

We walk into the spacious and vast dining room where plates were already

set on the dinner mats with food in the centre of the table.

The weird thing is that there were more plates at the table than there usually

is, around four extra seats.

I take a seat at the end of the table away from everybody else, I know I was

being pathetic but I wasn't giving them another chance until they

apologised. I missed my old seat though, the seat remained empty next to

Axel.

Missing Luca and Axel were the hardest, the others were never as close to me

as those two were. I missed the company.

Not shortly a er, Blade and the twins walked in with Cassidy I think his name

was, Jayden and Josh. And worst of all, their witchy sister, Kelsey. a27

"Hi, Emilia," Cassidy waves his nice-looking hand at me. I'm confused about

how such a nice, perfect gentleman can be friends with such jerks as my

'brothers'. a5

Shocking.

"Hey, Cassidy," I give Cassidy a light smile and divert my eyes back to

intricate designs on the ceiling, I couldn't get over the fact that someone

painted a man with his penis showing and women with her breast showing.

Me being the child I am found it very funny to look at.

I released a low laugh when I saw a pig that had very dangly nipple, they

looked so weird. There were a lot more drawings that looked crazier than the

pig did, like the horse mixed with a woman. The bottom half was a horse and

the top half was the woman which by the way, was naked. a3

I wonder how long they've been here. I always wondered how they even got

up that high, I don't think ladders are that long are they. Unless they're

Spider-Man I refuse to believe they were painted. They must be printing or

something.

"Don't I get a 'hi?'" Josh asks me on am o ended tone. I glare him in the eyes

shooting daggers at him, if only they were real. a2

Cassidy pulls the chair out next to me sending me the most charming smile a

girl could fall for. Hold up, he's like seventeen, I can't be crushing on him. a76

I've been crushing on Joseph Morgan for the past year, he's thirty-eight and

I'm thirteen. Klaus and Damon will always remain my number one crush. a81

There's nothing wrong in finding someone attractive so I don't think finding

someone good looking means you're crushing on them. a3

Alessandro walked in the room with all his might and pride to the head of the

table; he dropped his leather briefcase down onto the floor next to him and

unbuttoned his blazer.

I hope he realises an animal probably died to get that briefcase, he might not

be vegan but it doesn't mean he should use accessories that were made out

of an animals skin. a27

Who knows, it could be a faux briefcase. a2

Luca stood up from the seat he usually sits in to give it to Blade, I think it's

because Kelsey was constantly nagging him so he moved away. Or he just

doesn't want to smell of Febreze.

Luca rushed round the table shoving the dough balls into his mouth and

plopped into the seat next to me. The dough balls in his mouth dropped

some crumbs everywhere on my leg, he mu led an apology which exploded

more crumbs on my lap.

Brushing them o  my lap and onto the floor, I avoid his eye contact and focus

on how good the food looks. Can we eat already?

Valentina walked in with a bottle of open wine and carefully poured half a

glass into Alessandro's, Elijah's and Axel's glass.

It looks like blood almost, just like when Stefan was in his Ripper mode and

he killed anyone he saw. a35

Kelsey watches me intensely as I pick my fork and dive into the food. Weird, I

didn't know what it was but it tasted like curry but just a little too spicy. a3

A tingling feeling scorched the back of my throat, Christ, this was flaming hot.

My pathetic åss rushed to the kitchen for some milk. Coconut milk.

You see there were di erent types of spicy, there was the

'Icanhandlealittlespicebutnottoomuch' and there was also the

'icanthandletheheatsopassmesomemilkandiceformyburningthroat' kind of

spice. Both of which were blazing hot. a7

I can't believe I drank from the carton of milk, that's such a lazy thing to do,

who cares, it's like now. a37

Finders keepers, losers weepers!

Running back into the dining room speedily, I make sure to bring the milk

along with me, I'll be needing it.

"That's mine," Blade lets out a low growl, if he's going to be a dog at least

make him Dug.

"Ask me if I care," I bite back, that's the first sentence I've spoken to him in a

few days, it felt good to hurt him. a1

"Do you care?"

"Aha nope," I giggle mischievously.

"It's my milk, I bought it, I don't go round taking your things." He almost

sounds o ended. Great, now let's make him die. a2

"I bought it, I give you the money that I work for." Alessandro interrupts our

little conflict session.

"'Worked for it', yeah right," I sco  under my breath, he didn't build the

business so he never worked to get where he is, he had it given to him. a36

We eat in silence for the first five minutes until Kelsey breaks the silence, I

could break her nose if she likes.

"So, I heard Emilia had fallen out with the guys, why is that?" She pushes the

rice around her plate. a1

"So, I heard you had to stay a year behind, why is that?" I ask in the same

pitchy tone as she did. Dumb, dumb girl. a44

I probably mock her stupidity a little too much but it's too fun, just watching

her get riled up makes my day. She wants to play fire with fire but she doesn't

want to get burnt.

Her eyes burn into my soul with the devilish daggers behind them.

"I see you haven't changed," Blade laughs loudly.

"I see you haven't died yet, maybe I can help with that." a10

I angrily yank the dough ball box from Luca since he was eating them all and

shoved some in my mouth.

"They! Phive me dem back!" Luca bleats, okay you greedy cow I'll give you

them back.

"You couldn't kill me if you had the chance," the devil himself titters. The

more he laughs the more it enrages me.

"Hey! Can we have dinner in peace!" Alessandro's voice breaks the tension.

"We'll have dinner in peace when you guys apologise for what you did to

me!" I won't stop until they tell me why they told Kelsey my secrets. It might

not be a big deal to others but it was to me, they weren't just any ordinary

secrets about my crush they were things from my past life that shouldn't be

exposed.

"And what did we do?" Axel chimed in, get the fûck out of the conversation,

you weren't included in it. a5

"Don't you start, Axel, you know exactly what you did so don't think I forgot,"

I remind him, he hurt me physically that day and mentally. a1

"Please enlighten me, if I'm being honest you should be thanking me, I saved

you," he can't be pretending to be a hero now, because he's far from it.

"Oh yeah, speaking of which, how did you even know where I was?" a9

"You told me on the phone, remember?"

"No, all I remember is you getting mad at me and cutting the line before I had

the chance to ask you if you could pick me up. I didn't say a word about

where I was so either you're stalking me or you hired a stalker. Which one is

it?" a7

"Neither," Axel voiced.

"So you just magically knew where I was? I don't think so-"

"Enough!" Alessandro cut me o  in the middle of my sentence. a5

"Can we have dinner without chaos for one night? Emilia, grow the fûck up

and stop this now, we haven't done anything to you." Alessandro points his

fork in my direction. a67

I wanted to cry, my lips were almost trembling but I bit them to stop myself.

They didn't even know what they did wrong. I'm just being overdramatic

again, just like I always am. I just need to shut up and let things go. It doesn't

mean I can't cry about it inside though. a4

That's exactly what I was doing, my mind was in pain, it was exhausted with

my internal crying all the time. I might be living but I feel like I'm dead on the

inside. a5

"You okay?" Cassidy nudges my side with his elbow. My eyes avoid contact

but I nod 'yes' instead.

Can't Cassidy be my brother instead? He sounds more welcoming than these

guys ever will. a25

"Emilia, can we talk outside for a minute?" Alessandro begs me, I don't want

to talk to him, he'll get and angry and then shout at me.

"No," my voice cracks. a8

"Emilia please," Alessandro asks once more. a2

"Al, let me," I hear a faint whisper of Axel along with the scrapping of his chair

on the patterned, red tiles.

My chair is pulled back with me still in the chair and he pulls me up by my

shoulders and guides me out of the room.

The big, heavy door was shut until they released a loud clicking sound

meaning it was shut.

"Emilia tell me what I did..." Axel lowers himself down until he's kneeling in

front of me with his large hands shaking my shoulders. a3

Using my elbows, I cover my eyes so he can't see the glistening tears, there

was a huge chandelier hanging above us which allowed him to inspect every

detail of me.

"You h-hurt me," I choke out, it was getting harder to hold the waterfall of

tears behind my eyes. a9

"Did I bruise for you?" I shakily nod 'yes' and let a few drops of bitterness

drop into his navy blue smart pants.

"I'm sorry, blame me, don't blame the others for something I did."

"I-I wasn't j-just you, y-you all told Jayden and J-Josh about Michael." I

turned my head to the side so he couldn't see my pulsing red face.

"No, we didn't, Bambina. I know for a fact I haven't told anyone and neither

has the others."

"S-so why does K-Kelsey know about him." I was for sure being overdramatic

but I was really sensitive about this stu . a9

I start mumbling incoherent words that make no sense anymore. The

bitterness of my soul pours out from my eyes.

"I've got no idea how she knows about him but I assure you that no one told

anyone about this, I promise you." He pulls me into his chest where I break

down and sob.

"Even B-Blade?" He hesitates for a moment and pulls me away from his tear-

stained chest.

"Yes, I'm sure." He doesn't look me in the eye as though he wasn't sure.

"You wanna go eat? Food is going to get cold." I use my arm to wipe away the

fresh, boiling tears and re-enter the dining room again. Everyone was in their

conversations until they all looked at us, Kelsey looking like a sket as always. a4

"Woah, she's finished crying? I thought it would never end." She sniggers

profusely. a45

I ignored her and climb back onto my chair just as Blade stood up and tucked

his chair under the table. Instead, he yanks her chair out and pushes her out

of the dining room and locks the door behind her. Holy moly, this is gold. a47

I can hear her whines on the other side of the door. a3

"Umm, we're going out actually, so someone locks this door behind us."

Cassidy, Jayden and Josh stand up and follow Blade out of the door.

"Bye, Emilia," Cassidy waves frantically before walking out, I return the

gesture by waving back. a3

***********

Sitting at the island, we were watching Axel and Valentina we're baking some

cookies, Elijah and Alessandro said they needed to handle some business

upstairs. a1

It was me and the twins just watching as Valentina shouts at Axel in another

language; I presume it was Italian. I hope she was cursing at him, I've never

heard her swear at all.

"STUPID RAGAZZINO!" [stupid boy] Valentina pushes Axel out of the way and

snatches the bowl from him.

"Non è colpa mia," [It's not my fault] Axel whines and throws chocolate chips

into his mouth.

"Ti ho insegnato di Meglio, smettila di mangiare anche il cioccolato," [I taught

you better than that, stop eating the chocolate too.] a1

Valentina hits him on the head with the wooden spoon which causes the

flour to get in his hair. a1

"Non cucino da molto tempo, mi ha tagliato un po ' di tregua, Valentina. E

perche ' mi hai colpito in testa?!"

[I haven't baked in a long time, cut me some slack, Valentina. And why'd you

hit me on the head?!] a6

"Perché sei uno stupido, stupido ragazzo, non ti ho insegnato come cuocere

solo per te da dimenticare!" [Because you're a stupid, stupid boy, I didn't

teach you how to bake just for you to forget!" a9

I have no idea what's going on right now, I had a feeling that Valentina was

telling him o , it was quite funny actually, she was so small yet so mighty.

She kinda acted like a parent to them. It was cute. a4

"Ehi! non sono stupido!" [Hey! I'm not stupid!]

"Quindi smettila di comportarti così, sei intelligente, ma dimentichi un sacco

di cose, proprio come la signorina Dory."

[So stop acting like it, you're intelligent but you just forget a lot of things, just

like Miss Dory.] a4

Valentina continues to speak in the foreign language while pointing the

wooden spoon at Axel.

"Umm, what's going on?" I ask with confusion laced in my voice. I had no

idea what they were saying.

"Mr. Axel is being very stupid, he like Miss. Dory." Valentina whacked Axel on

the back with the wooden spoon so hard it made a loud cracking sound. a10

"Ow, ow, ow!" He tries to rub the sore spot with his hand but he couldn't

reach it.

"Go! Get out, let me finish these. I cannot believe you do not know how to

bake cookies." Valentina rushed us all out of the kitchen.

"What're we watching?" Diego and Luca day at the same time to Axel.

"I'm not watching anything, I am going to sleep and you should do the

same."

"Actually, Emilia needs to go to sleep, she's not staying up all night." I hu

loudly and stand back up from the sofa.

"C'mon, bed, now!" The twins groan loudly and exit the living room before

Axel and me.

"But Blade gets to stay out all night so why can't I stay up watching anime all

night?" Diego stands at the bottom of the stairs with his arms folded. a68

"I told you to stop watching that," Axel growls, what's so bad about anime? a23

"Just because Blade listens to you doesn't mean I have to." Diego sasses him.

"Yes, you're 16 and Alessandro our you under my care, therefore, I'm in

charge. What I say goes." Axel's finger points in the direction of the top of the

stairs.

"Urgh!" Diego stomps up the stairs making sure that his stomps echo.

And I thought I was dramatic, even the chandelier up above was rattling, the

crystals clashed together so it sounded like the glass was breaking.

"I think he's on his man period," Luca says innocently, he reminds me of a

lamb. I'm not sure why but he just reminds me of an innocent lamb. a10

Alessandro kinda reminds me of a hippopotamus or a lion because not only

are they really big but they're strong and dominant too. a2

The blade is like a chicken. No on a real note, he was like a tiger, but if he was

a tiger then what would that make Axel or Elijah? a2

I could say for a fact that they were all animals, ate like one, had the strength

like one. They're animals, simple.

"Men don't get periods Luca." Axel puts a hand on his shoulder. a6

"So why do I poop so much?" Huh? What is this kid on? Drugs? Is he high? a32

"What do you mean 'why do I poop so much?'" Axel was as confused as I was.

"I poop every day? That isn't normal is it?" I can see the panic evident on

Luca's face. a21

"It's because you eat so much, it's normal."

"So I'm not on my period?" He tilts his head in confusion. a7

"What? No, Luca. I seriously wonder how you pass science in exams." Axel lets

out a small smile.

"I usually look at a book just before the exam, I try my best." Luca shows is a

goofy smile.

"I learn something new every day, thanks, bro." Luca puts a comforting hand

on Axel's shoulder before racing up the steps.

"Was he always this weird?" I look at Axel.

"Believe it or not, yes, he's just not... normal. C'mon, go to bed, I have the day

o  tomorrow so we'll plan something to do." I give him a side hug before

skipping down the hall to my room.

This was just one of those days where I couldn't be bothered to shower

before bed, so instead, I put my flu y socks on and matching flu y pyjamas

and crawl into bed. I loved my feet being warm. a4

Am I the only one who creates a story in my mind? Or change the events in

your favourite story and create a little fantasy? I love doing that at night just

before I go to sleep. a141

*********

A loud vibration shook my bedroom walls, who was playing music this early

in the morning.

I switch my phone on and look at the time, so it wasn't exactly early but it

was still morning. 10:17 in the morning, that's pretty late for me. a7

"Axel get o  of me!" I heard Blade groaning outside my room. I peak through

the tiny gap in my door and look. Axel was pulling Blade into the gym by his

hair.

It's best if I stay out of it.

My shower wasn't pleasant either, the water kept on going from hot to cold

every few seconds which means someone kept flushing the toilet. I will

murder them when I find out who it is. a23

Once I'd finished showering and brushing my teeth, I changed into some

really warm clothes because it's like 3°C outside today and the house was

like a big dra . a29

A hoodie and joggers will do me fine, I would be okay with dying in these

clothes, I'd love to die in comfort rather than an uncomfortable attire. a1

"Axel let me go to sleep!" I hear Blade moan again, what on Earth is going on?

"It's your fault for coming in that late, I told you if you're drunk don't come

home just stay out, but you never listen." I follow the voices towards the gym

where I hear incoherent profanities from Blade.

Axel was stood over Blade watching him as he did multiple press-ups, ha,

sucks to be him.

My eyes dri  to Blade, it looks like someone gouged out his spine, it looked

like his back had been scratched by long, sharp, talons. Was he attacked or

something? a103

There was blood at each end of the scratches too but it looked like they had

dried up. That's gross, dry blood is crispy and flakey.

"How can I help you?" Axel looks at me in the doorway. He sounds like the

self-checkouts at the shops.

"What's going on?"

"Axel's being a dîck." With those words, Axel pushes his foot down on his

back pushing his chest to the ground.

"What happened to him?" I point to his back that looked badly injured, damn

cats must be vicious if that happened. a39

"I had fun, Emilia," Blade answers for Axel which makes him apply more

pressure into his back. I watch he writhes under his foot. a40

"Go get breakfast, Emilia, I need to sort him out." He makes a gesture with his

hand telling me to go away. Okay...

That's exactly what I do, I exit and shut the door behind them right a er I

hear Blade curse again.

The twins were sat on the island, Diego looking grouchy and Luca looking

like the biggest pillow in IKEA. I don't mean he looks fat, he was the smallest

brother but he looks like a friendly, so  person. a3

"Well aren't you the biggest ray of pitch black?" I flick his ear when I walk

around the island.

Valentina passes me an entire plate of bacon and fried eggs with pancakes.

I'm not the biggest fan of pancakes but they're okay. a36

A er ten minutes of Luca eating my bacon and eggs, Blade walks on with his

brows crossed jaw clenched. This time, his hair was dripping wet and he

smelt of soap.

"You want some?" Luca slowly puts a piece of bacon in front of his face, Blade

was turning red with rage by the minute. a2

Do these boys not know the meaning of a shirt? It was a little uncomfortable

sitting next to him when he was half-naked and scratched half to death.

He snatches the bacon from Luca's hand and scrunches it up and throws it in

his face. Luca watches as the bacon drops to the floor as someone died. His

mouth was open ajar and his eyes screamed 'shock' as he stares deeply at

Blade. a9

"What'd you do that for? That's food that you wasted?" Luca's voice cracks,

he was almost going to cry. a8

"Bro, are you seriously going to cry over a piece of bacon?" Blade laughs and

smacks him lightly on the side of his head. a3

"Yes I'm going to cry, you wasted good food that I could've eaten. What am I

going to eat now?" His eyes were glossy showing bright blue orbs that

glistened under the light. a31

"Seriously? It's bacon, you're too sensitive." Blade rolls his eyes and snatches

a pancake from my plate. I haven't even touched this yet, everyone's feeding

on my plate.

"It's not just bacon, it's food." a1

"You're too passionate about food, it's one piece of bacon, just take another

from her." He pushes my plate over to Luca, sure it's not like Valentina gave

me the food.

Luca shoves bacon and eggs into his mouth as his glassy eyes dry up.

"You want some?" Luca spits some pancake out from his mouth into his hand

in front of me. a23

"Umm...no thanks, it's all yours," I almost gagged at the thought of eating

pre-chewed food. a1

"Your loss." a1

I'd noticed that Diego was quiet, was it from what happened last night?

"Is he constipated? I think he's got his period or something."

"No, Luca, we established this last night, men don't get periods," just in time,

Axel walks in the kitchen in a casual outfit.

"So why's he sad?"

"Because he's not allowed to watch por-" Axel slapped a hand over Blades's

mouth to stop him from speaking. a48

"Huh?" Confusion laced my voice. Poetry? Pottery? a141

Blade stands up and stretches his arms high above his head, he has a lot of

armpit hair, they look like spiders. a26

"Blade got to put a shirt on now, I'm telling Alessandro when he gets home."

Axel pushes him out of the kitchen roughly.

"Chill, I'm going, you're just jealous," cockiness radiated from his body.

"Yeah, I'm jealous of you, Blade."

"Hey, at least you admitted it." Blade laughs loudly making it echo through

the house.

********

"Emilia!!!" I hear Axel's voice shout me inside, I was sitting on the swinging

chairs listening to some music from the 80s. a3

Even though it was cold it was still nice to be outside and look at the

landscape, who even took care of this? Was it Valentina? It looked really

beautiful with all of the leaves in the ground. It gave the perfect autumnal

vibe to it. a1

Sure the flowers were shrivelled up and the leaves blanketed the ground but

it looked incredible, especially in the wooded area. I just wouldn't want to go

in there at night, I can just imagine clowns popping up out of nowhere. a1

"Yeah?"

"We're going out, get your shoes on," I nod and rush up to my room for some

shoes; Axel follows shortly behind me but walks straight into Blade's room.

Docs or Nike? Converse or Adidas? Screw it, I'll go with my converse, it's been

a long time since I've worn them. a18

"AXEL IM TRYING TO SLEEP!!" I hear Blade scream.

"Ask me if I give two fûcks." Shortly a er I hear something launched towards

the wall and crack.

"Don't think I'm buying you a new one."

"I don't want you to buy me a new one, I WANT YOU TO LEAVE ME TO SLEEP."a2

"Tough luck, get up, we're going out." I hear loud smacks and crashes against

the wall. a2

"YOU'RE PAYING FOR THE DOOR YOU JUST BROKE!" I hear Axel's shout

before his footsteps fade away.

Me being the nosey girl I am I walk out of my room and go to see the damage;

the door has a gigantic hole through it and is hanging o  by the hinges. A few

smaller holes were scattered across the top of the door from where he had

punched it. a2

On the floor just by the door, I see a completely shattered iPhone that has

glass surrounding the damage, I pick it up and inspect the damage.

"Here, you dropped this." I walk into the entranceway of his room and pass

him his phone. He snatches it o  of me and pitches it to the wall, I watch as it

bounces o  and shatters even more.

Well, that was unnecessary, that could've been fixed. I'm not sure if he's

acknowledged my presence yet or digested it but he walks over to his closet

and pulls out a large hoodie and pulls it over his head.

His room was black and white with a few grey artefacts to bring it together.

Large posters of the band 1975 hung above his black bed; his room was

overall plain, other than the fact that there was a large collection of stress

relief toys in the corner a box. a8

Remind me to steal the Rubix cube later on. a8

"You can leave now," he points towards the door with his index finger.

"No, I'm fine." I proceed to stand there awkwardly rocking back and forth on

the balls of my feet.

"It wasn't an option," I roll my eyes and move the stand right outside his door

the tip of my converse were touching his carpet.

"What're you waiting for? You can go downstairs you know," he uses his veiny

and boney hand to push me away from his room. Slamming the door shut,

the hinges feel the pressure of the door and collapses onto the ground below

us. a8

"That's a waste of a door."

"Emilia, don't wind me up, I'm seriously not in the mood."

"Why? Are you drunk?"

"No, Emilia, I'm hungover so please shut the hell up." He pulls the hood up

and walks ahead of me leaving me behind.

"Why do you walk so fast?" I was becoming out of breath from just walking

two steps.

"Why do you walk so slow, drink more milk, Emilia, it'll help you grow."

"But I don't like milk, it tastes of cheese and fish blended." a28

"How do you even know what that tastes like? You have to drink milk to grow

your bones," milk was never my favourite drink, it was disgusting and every

time I drink it I would always imagine curdled milk. a4

"Ew, no thanks."

"Suit yourself." He shrugs and runs o  down the stairs he was doing a slow

jog but for me, that was running.

"Axel!" I hear Blade shout, I was still pacing down the steps but Blade

managed to get to the kitchen before me.

"No, Blade, you've had too many, you'll have to speak to Alessandro."

"Axel I need a phone, what am I supposed to do if I need to call someone?!"

Blade spoke in a harsh tone. a10

"I'm sure the twins or Emilia will let you borrow their phone. It's your fault

you broke it."

"I broke it because you were being di icult. I wanted to sleep!"

"I don't know how many times I have to tell you, Blade, if you come home

drunk I have permission to punish you. If that means no sleep and no

medicine alongside no phone and excessive workouts then so be it. You

brought this on yourself. I've bought you too many phones and I won't do it

again."

"I can just buy my own. I don't need you to buy me one anyway."

"Oh actually I slipped your credit card into my pocket this morning, you

won't be buying anything for a long time. I tell you all the time, if you're

drunk don't come home."

"I swear to fûcking God, I'm gonna kill you one day."

"Sit down, you won't do a thing, boy." I hear the loud scrapes of a chair on

the floor making me cringe.

"Where are we going?" I walk into the kitchen pretending I didn't hear

anything.

"We need food for dinner tonight, we have guests coming over."

"Is it Piero?" The luminosity of Blade's eyes glowed up the entire room, a

cheeky smile plastered on his face.

"Yes, Alvaro is coming here too." a15

"Yes! We need to buy a lot of junk too, are they staying over?" Blade sounds

so happy and excited about these two people I have never heard of.

"Who are they?"

"Hurry up, Axel, we need to get going!" Blade bolted to the door leaving it

wide open to see the bright, fresh outdoors.

"I'll answer that in the car," he takes a pair of keys from the hook and walks

outside abandoning me. I seriously need to become more fit.

**********

"Blade I swear, if you step on the back of my shoe one more time I'll hurt

you." I point my index I get right in front of his nose.

"Oh my, I just realised you look like the human version of Shrek. You know

when he changes from an Ogre to a human." That was horrible of me but it's

true.

"Oh yeah, you look like Sid from the Ice Age." Blade answers back. a18

"Well you look like the Ice Age baby that I just want to smack its head against

the wall," I giggle at the thought. a2

"You look like Rex from Toy Story," he tried to o end me, getting called a

dinosaur is not an insult, they're cute and adorable. a7

"You look like the o spring of Timon and Pumbaa if they had a baby," a11

Blade places a hand on his chest and grabs the nearest thing to him, a big

bag of crisps and launches them towards me.

"You look like the alien that the UFO shât out," Blade shows me his sarcastic

smile. a3

"You look like the chip that got lost in the McDonald's sauce." I fire back at

him, trust me I can get creative with these. a8

"You look like a piece of elephant's shìt that got eaten by a crocodile," Blade

insults me. a4

"You look like the spider that got smushed on my bedroom ceiling," I let out a

venomous laugh so I sounded like a villain. a12

"You also look like Grumpy from Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs," I added,

I have won this, there's no way he can beat me.

"You both look like you're about to get smacked by a 180lbs man." Axel turns

around with a tired expression smothered on his face. a46

"Sorry," I whisper under my breath, he looked like he was going to boil over

the edge because of Blade and me, I didn't want to annoy him much more.

***********

We arrived back at the house a while ago, Valentina and Elijah were cooking

food as we all waited for the mystery arrivals.

Alessandro told me to wear something appropriate, I'm not sure what that

means so I think jeans and a shirt will su ice, it was just a pain having to

change out of the comfortable clothes.

Just in time, I hear loud, hair li ing knocks at the door making my soul

escape from my body. Seriously, with all the money they have they can't

a ord a doorbell?

I heard chanters and laughs downstairs causing reverberations through the

house. It sounded like a party down there and I didn't want to intrude.

Creeping out of the room, I spot a random guy and Elijah pulled over to the

side while everyone else was walking into the kitchen. Being careful on

which steps to step on so they don't creak, I crouch down and try to listen in.

Eavesdropping hasn't worked out for me most of the time, but I'm confident

no one knows I'm here. a2

Observing what they're doing, I watch as the man hands Elijah a shiny, metal

dagger with the handle wrapped up in a silky scarf.

Even from afar, I could already see the engravings on the blade, swirls and

other fine details couldn't be seen.

I watched an Elijah not so discreetly slipped it into his pocket while checking

the surroundings. Something was going on and I was determined to find out. a10

What made things weirder is that they were using the scarf to pass it to one

another unless the cleaver/dagger was used in something incriminating. a3

Call me Sherlock and give me a magnifying glass but this was crazy and

sketchy, it made me fear Elijah a little more than I already do. a2

Quietly, I wait until they disappear into the kitchen before walking down the

stairs slowly.

For some crazy reason, my stomach felt like it was twisted in a knot, it's

frightening to know you're going to be having dinner with a man who has a

dagger laying in his pocket. It almost felt like I was going to chunder.

"Piero!! Alvaro!!" Diego charges past me and zooms into the kitchen, his

mood lightened.

"Hey, bro." I'm not sure who is who but I presume that these people were our

guests.

The one with olive, tanned skin peered over Diego and looked straight at me,

I physically gulped and the feeling of my stomach rising wouldn't go away, it

was the guy that was stood with Elijah.

"So you're the infamous Emilia? I'm Piero, nice to meet you. This is my

younger brother, Alvaro." He slings his arm around and the guy who looks

almost similar to the first guy but his hair was a dirty blonde shade. The guy

I'm assuming is Piero has dark brown hair.

Being the ignorant girl I am, I completely ignore them and walk out of the

kitchen and into the dining room where I see a man in a white shirt and black

waistcoat placing the cutlery and plates on the table. a25

"Oh, sorry." I felt like I was distracting him from his work, I turn swi ly on my

feet and head for the door before a voice stops me.

"It's fine, you can stay, I'm almost finished."

"Do you need any help?" Kindness is the least thing I can do to help him, it

makes his job easier.

"No, no, it's fine. I'm almost done so there's no point." He smiles at me. He

looked around the age of Axel.

"I've never seen you around here before, what's your name?" The guy asks

me.

"I'm Emilia. How come I've never seen you around here?"

"They only hire me from the company when it's a special occasion. I'm Zeke

by the way." He holds his hand out for me to shake and I gladly accept. a15

"It's nice meeting you, Zeke," it felt nice meeting someone new, it was getting

kind of boring around here. a12

Zeke finishes his job and then leave me in the room all by myself, we had a

great conversation about who's the best character from Harry Potter. I think

Draco and Hermione are the best characters but he said it was Neville and

Harry. Pshh, as if. a78

At last, I'm alone and make myself comfortable in my usual seat next to Axel,

the eldest always sat at the far end of the table, I have no idea why they

made me an exception when in fact I'm the youngest.

Everyone begins to pile into the room with dishes of food and a large number

of vegetables.

I just wanted the night to be over already.

********

I push the pasta and vegetables around my plate, I wasn't in the right mood

to be eating anything. The fact that Piero was sat opposite me, being in his

direction of sight makes me queasy.

"What's wrong with the food, Emilia," Valentina exposes me, for the amount

of time we've been eating no one has noticed I was there and I was grateful

for it, I just wanted to sink in my seat and become unnoticed again.

Instead of giving a valid answer as to why I wasn't eating it, is just replied

with, "nothing," the food was great, no doubt about it but there was just

something that wasn't settling right with me.

I didn't feel comfortable sitting in the same room with these men and even

more shockingly, Elijah, I felt uncomfortable around him. a5

"Then what's wrong with you?" Elijah pokes his nose into the conversation.

"Nothing."

I fiddle with my fingers on the table, you know when you make your fingers

walk, that's what I was doing. I remember trying to make my fingers do the

splits but every time I tried to would feel like I was breaking my bones. a16

This was becoming too awkward, this dinner was clearly for the adults so I

decided that I need to get out of here. While doing so, Axel pushes me down

in my seat and tucking my chair back under.

"Please, Emilia, not tonight. Eat some food," Axel requests and picks my fork

up and forces it into my hand.

"Fine."

"How's the company going?" Alvaro faces Alessandro while downing his

wine.

"We've earned more money in the company the past month than we earned

all together last year, we're thinking about investing in a hotel, we can make

much more money."

"Haven't you got enough money?" It was a genuine question, I want to know

why he wants more money when many people don't have anything.

"You can never have enough money, Emilia," Alessandro responds.

"I don't understand, you have enough money to last a lifetime, why'd you

need more?"

"Exactly, Emilia, you don't understand." Alessandro laughs it o , I'm not

laughing you spanner. a6

"It's nice she's interested, Alessandro," Piero apprised him.

"I'm the exact opposite, I'd rather do something else with my life," I inform

Piero. a9

"Oh yeah? And what do you plan on doing, Emilia?" Piero returns with a

curious question.

"I'd want to work for success, and even if I was to be apart of your...' business'

I wouldn't abuse the power I was given to control people like you guys do.

But anyways, nice food, Valentina," I sip my water and pretend like I'm

drinking Vodka. I made finger quotes in the air around the word 'business.' a23

"We abuse our power? What do you mean by that?" Alessandro sounded

intrigued, don't act dumb you, silly goose. a15

"Don't be a silly goose, Alessandro," I answer with a playful tone laced in my

voice. a3

"There's nothing wrong in acknowledging your power and self-worth, Emilia.

If you have something use it," said Alvaro.

"Of course there isn't, but there's something wrong with using your power to

hurt people and push them down. If you think about it, every single person in

this room apart from me, Valentina and the twins use power for good. But

you guys? Ha, you're the epitome of the villain in a Disney movie." a8

"And you will have that power one day, Emilia when you join the company,"

Elijah exclaimed as though it was a fact. I ain't joining no company.

"Yes, I agree with Elijah, you can be rich if you stay in the family business."

Alvaro chimed in.

"And get paid half the money your men do? I know your tricks, men, this is

why hardly any women are apart of your company, you don't want to pay

them for the work that they do better than all of your men combined. You

wanna talk business? Call me up in 10 years and I'll maybe think about hiring

you." a41

"You're a little confident, Emilia, don't let your pride get the best of you,"

Blade finally points out. a3

"Woah, easy there, pot calling the kettle black? Is that hypocrisy I smell?" I

fire back, sure I'm confident with what I say, that's just because I know what I

say is true.

I look around the table, Axel and the twins were just observing silently and

Blade had his eyebrows raised to the roof.

"Our men at the company are the best workers you will ever find, no woman

can compete with that. As for pay? You get what you work for." Piero spoke

rudely. a50

"That's exactly what I mean, misogynistic

men like you can't stand the fact that women can be ranked better and can

be a better and stronger worker than you'll ever be. Is this your fragile

masculinity getting the better of you?" I spoke passionately. a41

"Did you raise this?" Alvaro points to me with his fork with a piece of chicken

hanging from the end. It looks just like him. a5

"No, a woman did, and you see how I turned out? I don't know who raised

you guys but if you guys turned out like this," I point to Alvaro and Piero and

spoke with disgust in my voice, "I'm glad I wasn't here for the last 13 years, I

wouldn't want to be an egocentric coward." a24

"Being raised by a woman has nothing to do with this," Axel warns me.

"I know, but I'm talking about my mother which I will so proudly call a

woman, raised me to show equality, and that includes the workplaces. I'm

not saying men can't raise a child perfectly, because I know they can, I'm

saying our father didn't raise you guys well enough. Single fathers out there

are just as strong as single mothers. But our dad raised you guys wrong and it

shows." a64

"He raised you guys to be power-hungry, you strive on your power, you enjoy

the thought of people finding you intimidating. I was pointing out the fact

that it's how you were raised, you were raised by a terrible man, I didn't need

to know him to figure that out." a12

"How did we even get onto this subject? Emilia is having a bad day, she

knows she will work for us in the future." Alessandro laughs under his breath.a28

"No, I won't it'll be you begging me for a job in the future. I will never work

for you, you idiotic, stupid, two brain cell, feeble-minded brat." a82

"Why can't you guys understand that I don't answer to nobody, and if the

company is run by this kind of species of men then I will more happily pass

out on the opportunity. I'm quite peckish now, I'll enjoy Valentina's

wonderful meal in peace." I spoke with a tone that means the end of the

discussion. a23

I sat in silence while eating my chicken just listening to the small at the table,

I could tell they were aggravated.

"This is sooo funny, you just got burned to the ground." Luca bursts out

laughing with his hand on his chest. a12

"Luca, no PlayStation for a week. Do not make a mockery of us and Emilia,

you can give me both of your phones for a month." a53

"You know what, take them, I stand by what I say." I shrug and proceed to

adore the wonderful food. a63

********

I have sat outside on the swinging bench again with Blade's pot of Ben and

Jerry's in my hand. Brownie flavoured ice cream wasn't my favourite but if

it's there it's getting eaten. a6

I was trapped in a hurricane of thoughts, I was kinda feeling bad about what I

said back there, I o ended so many people just to back up my argument. a25

I even disrespected my dad and he's dead. I disrespected the dead just to

stand up for what I was saying. They must be so disappointed in me. a12

A huge gust of wind made shivers travel down my back; it was a signal I

should go back inside.

I lock the back door behind me and turn around to a furious Piero waiting at

the island.

"Good, you're here. Make sure nothing happens like this again, don't

disrespect the company and our motives and most certainly don't disrespect

our family members, even the ones who're deceased." He gripped him hard

by the shoulders and shook them with every word he spoke. a28

"Sorry." He lets how to do storms out of the kitchen. a1

It was time for me to sleep, I just wanted the guilt to wash away with all of

the other thoughts swirling in my mind.

***********

Hey guys!! Sorry it took me so long to write but it's a very long chapter

and I tried to edit as many mistakes out as possible 😂

As for this chapter, I hope I did not o end anyone with the man versus

woman thing, I just wanted to shed some light on women working pay. If

you find this o ensive at all don't hesitate to point it out and I will

change it immediately. It's not my intention to hurt anyone and I hope

you know that, please don't think I'm a bad person 🥺🥺🥺 a10

For some people who were wondering, I respect men only if they choose

to respect us all equally, same with women. You respect those who

choose to respect you. I have a lot of respect for single fathers out there,

it must be tough and I appreciate them standing proudly at what they do.

🥰🥰 a2

I'm using my book to shed light on a few things that not many people are

speaking out on and I'm using Emilia's character to do so.

So no one answered my DM and so there is not shout-out today, that

gives me time give a warm and special thank you to everyone who is

reading this chapter and voting on it too, it's much appreciated. I love

you all so, so much    🥺🥰❤❤❤

I'm super grateful that you've given me this opportunity to express

myself. 🥺🥺🥺 a1

Xoxo, Demi 💋

[8433 words this chapter 😉🙂] a1
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